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Fun With Finance
As one leaves college and enters 'the mainstream of America, ·one must come to the important realization that money is all-powerful, and
extremely useful.
Rather than delving into what
the latest information aboutothe food service is
let's, examine some important aspects of financial planning.
Preaching about how to make money from scratch
is· best left to the experts, and to certain
economic voodoo masters.
For now let's say that
the majority of students will eventually graduate, and enter the job market.
The secret of
wealth is hot getting a great job the.first time
out. The secret lies in getting a job and learning what to do with your income. Saving money is
key.
Too often the bright and idealistic among
Snow
us get a reasonable job, then rush out to ·get
all the essentials· that the advertising media
has sold them. And if they can't afford it now,
credit, the holy matriarch of the deficit econ-omy, is available. The American dream has become
a nightmare of new cars., . expe.nsive apa,ttrn~nts, ,
by Christopher Scott Martin
and electric appliances ·of every
·There's
Annandale-on-Hudson.
Last Tuesday was the
nothing wrong with_.:that ·i_f yo~ .. qa_ii. :~: '4;(fQJ2d.>~:;:.f:f:. 1 · .~:(.t·f.·~·.'t::.· !ri~jor sno~fa"ll of the season and the time
but i f you are "living on someone· else Is inan·e·y, ·ror the third annual Bard/Moonie snowball fight.
the first time you are unable to make a payment, The tradition was started by ex-Dean of Stuyou will find out that the.creditors own your dents,
David Parker, in order to promote better
slice of the American dream.
understanding between. Bard students and the
Economic disasters attack from every direc- Moonies, who operate a commune down the road
tion.
Unemployment,
sudden illness, marriage, from the college in Barrytown. The tradition has
pregnancy,
and even car repairs can cause ter- held up well, until this year.
rible ripples in the money stream.
The key here
~·J~h..~n_ .the fight was over,
I looked around for
is investing ti~e .. i.n_ thip.~~ng about the . .C9IJ.se;- .. Jtfy:·;: ioblU1li.ate·; . :~·~r~y·r: . but _~ _()_id~ • t., !?.~~. h,.EtJ;:, ·~
quences-·of §o"t1r\:ic't"ions-.~~Tli-:e"-tTme~tc>~-sc-r'Imp·-a.~cr~-s€ai:ei:i··s-opflom6reJcat.eriria ·Punt~
"r· figured ·she
save is when you are a solitary mouth to feed. had gone off to the coffee shop or something,
The easiest way to save money is by not trying but when she didn't show up for three days,
I
to impress people.
It's a hard road.
Pick-up really began to worry.
It was then that I found
lines like "Hey baby, want to see my Porsche?" out other students were missing too."
work much better than "Hey baby, want to see my
Reportedly,
the snowball fight was going well
T-Bill?n
·
for the Bard team from the start.
They had
I
digress.
In this issue we will examine entrenched themselves at the top of the hill
mutual funds·.
Over the past te~ years mu~ual below Stone Row dorrni tories and had several
funds hay~ fpqnd th.em~elves in a good position solid snowforts and a good supply of ammunition,
to C'reat~· high returns for th-ei;r clients. Put- while the Moonies were on the unstrategic bottom
ting some of your investment capital into this of the hill by Annandale road.
About an hour
kind of fund is always a good idea provided you into the fight,
it was apparent that the number
can find a good one. The performance of a mutual of combatants on the Bard side was thinning. nAt
fund in economic disaster is the best indicator first I thought, you know, that people were just
of its dependability.
Last October, when the getting cold and were leaving," said junior Er~c
stock market got its comeYuppance, certain funds Caruso, a regular participant in the fights.
managed to stem the disaster.
The best among "None o£ us dreamed that we were being kidnapped
these were Shearson Lehman Multiple Opportunity one· by one by suicide squads of Moonies dis(+0.02,
(return percentage)), Rightime (-1.66), guised as Bard students. It could have been me."
and Valley Forge (-4.65).
Some of the worst hit
There is as yet no proof that the Moonies are
funds were: 44 Wall Street Equity (-49.62), USAA behind the disappearances.
Police are investiGold (-40.95), and Financial Strategic Gold
(- gating.
40. 78).
The average drop for stock funds was
"Yeah,
everybody blames the Moonies, 11 com23.11 percent.
mented Dutchess County Sheriff Ian Bing when
11
So much for bad news.
The October battle did asked about the investigation.
The kids probanot lose the war for many funds,
and they have bly just got together and took off for Boston or
rei11vested in stocks that are now nearer to something. We'll look into it, though .. '1
their appropriate ·values. Some of the overall
continued on page
4
top performers over the past year include: Dreyfus Strategic Aggressive (its net assets of 112
million earned 26.01 percent increase); DelcapConcept I Series, whose net assets of 99 miilion
e~rned
a 14,71 increase;
and .finally Franklin
Custodian-Dynatech, with net assets of 33 billion, earned 12 .. 64 percent increase.
Thes~
are just suggestions-based on past performance. The best way to shop for a mutual fund
is to examine the kinds of investments your
potential fund is buying into. Diversity is
always important.
The most attractive thing
about the Dreyfus funds,
for example,. is their
ability to switch to gold,
bonds, u~iliti~s, or
oil. Whatever looks best in the present finan~
cial environment is exploited.
· · · · ··
The need to shop wisely when inves~igafing a

Aftermath of Snow War
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continued on page
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More Snow

Financing
co~tinued _ from page
1
mutual fund rests in the . knowledge that all
funds are not alike. Over the past ten years the
average fund has performed well, netting 334%
compared . ,t<;> ~th_e S&P 50.0 whi9h has netted 314%.
However, over 'the past five years S&P has done
bettef, and especially .in the last . year the
market has outperformed the funds.
Instead it
should sharpen the buyer. Out of over BOO mutuai·
funds to choose from,
oniy 10% are where the
smart money should go. · These funds generally
have $100 million to work with,
and have little
or no charge for buying into or out of them • .
The final tip about mutual funds is never take
anyone's advice as law.
Find out ·about what ·you
are getting into b~fore you spend the money. To
r~cap: Get money and invest that money wisely. ·
Not all money should wind up in mutual funds
either. By placing eggs into multiple baskets
the greatest safety is assured. As a suggestion:
35% of investable income should go to a mutual
fund;
20% should go to an international bond
fund;
25% should go into the domestic market;
and 15% should go into' the international market.
As a safety,
spending a buck in the Lotto isn't
a bad idea.
·
·
·
Next issue~ the merits of insider trade rumors
for givlng employers anxiety attacks.

Let the lazy and unfit for academic life goof
off and get· by fo~ three and a half years,
then
demand. results.
Fail the little buggers;
after
al~
~here's
a fortune to be made in creating
your own customers.
And the number one rule: Money is life.
Lie.
Rob.
Cheat, steal, connive, or even work to get
it. There is no substitute.

What,s it like to be part of
the Observer staff?

It's an adventure!
It's expense accounts, business lunches, exotic travel,
meeting attractive people, accumulating experience
and being a working part of the world's best
little newspaper.

ALL THIS PLUS
State of art facilities, access to celebrities and
world leaders, the news helicopter, high salaries, paid
vacations, automatic prestige arid the instarit
respect of your peer.*

Life,s an adventure-- Live It!

Join the Bard Observ-er Staff
'.

CONTACT BOX 635
•IJou not imply contract or 6Utlrtml«.
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Even more snow
continued from page
1
At ·last count,
one hundred fourteen Bard students were missing, with more being reported
every hour.
"I don't understand some people," said one
11
fre .s hman, · who wished to remain anonymous.
1· • m
not gonna tell anybody about how my roommate is
missing--they'll just give me another one."
Despite increasingly overwhelming odds,
the
Bard faction fought their way to victory for the
third year in a row.
When reached for comment, Moonie elder Chan
Chan Chan said, "They've got some great throwing
arms." When asked about the disappearances,
he
declared flatly,
nThere is a tacit agreement
between .Bard College and our organization. We do
not recruit on Bard campus, and they ignore us
fo.r _364 days of the year."

Learning

SEND TO BOX 635
GAFL Uninc.: Cold soda to drink! Unhealthy · J'unk. ~- food to eatl Computer disks to save your worthless thoughts upon!
45 rpm records by people
~ou•ve
n7ver heard_ofl All for only slightly
~nsane pr~cesl
Tewksbury 219, open most nights
_un.til midnight.
Spooky-Feem: Why. ever did you have to be born a
freshman? CSCM
Bard Weekly: Thank you for not publishing. From
the community, with love.
Dear Lands End Lady:
You're interesting.
I'm
interested. Let's negotiate a merger. How about
a friendly takeover with no danger of becoming a
parent company? - you know who.
Everyone: Quality Is Slavery. - EIC, TBO •.
Dear Blonde: In the night my soul cries out for
you.
In the sunshine my essence cries out to
you. A screaming inferno of words cannot escape.
I cannot find the courage to unleash the desire
Loving you is - killing me.
I hope it never ends:
- hopeful romantic

$400,000.
c<:>ntinued from page . 2 For Sale: genuine Guttenburg Bible.
you hate. You will never learn to like the Negotiable. Also Da Vinci's Mona Lisa, and three
pages of Monet's original sketches. Best offer.
teacher, but you will learn to hate the subject.
Free 1975 Pinto with Bible. Send ca~h to NationNever pu~ your faith in human nature.
Never
al Institute of Mental Health,- care of Norman
trust anyone you think has your best interes~s
Bates.
at h~art.
Take a nap each day.
That's why they_ invented
WANTED:
a beautiful, sensuous,
intelligent,
clas-ses.
·
··
interesting,
caring,
loving, weal thy woman to
Eat food unfit for iguanas, then complain
take me home for the summer,
sleep with me, and
about the wait to get it, and the size of the
·buy
me
lots
of
neat
stuff.
Send
application,
portion.
references,
and
photo
to
the
Observer
care of
M~intain your ideals,
but be sure the price
.
"Optimisticn.
tag 'is well-marked.
WANTED:
Slave labor. Must be willing to freeze
Be. kind to strangers;
ignore the people closto death walking around campus, chase and detain
est to you.
psychopaths,
and deal ,.;i th hostile administraSpeak not unto people that'God rendered tasteless. ·
tion. Apply to security.

Why We Are, What We Are
Wha~

newspaper? to-be-great achievement lies in a great compro~s
designed to take up room in mise, and an adherence to the first commandment:
desolate and otherwise vacant mailboxes. Ideally an issue every two weeks, regardless o£ content,
it is supposed to represent a forum for issues and even if we hav~ to, print blank pages.
The
that are of concern to the college students.
compromise-, as you · n:ow realize, is quality.
This is most useful to editors of major news- However, quality isn't everything it's cracked
papers as it keeps the amount of childishly up to be, and honestly, to paraphrase a presirhetorical mail reduced to those peoples who do dential hopeful (hal): I'm in charge now.
I
hear the curious among you ask, "That's
not have a collegiate blackboard to express
their ideals. · The founders 6f the college,
and nice; but what does it mean to me?" Goo~d ques' those persons who pump money into the system tion.
It means that in the absence of . actual
probably envisioned a journalistic body of ex-· news the · editor is likely to go on in ·long-cited students, who not only expressed a desire winded and utterly pointless tirades. Since most
to explore the limits of their ideas, but wished of you have gone through freshman seminar,
to experiment, work with,
and learn from the you'll more than likely be used to this. Another
field of journalism. Any such persons holding important point I should make is that my somesuch convictions surely had their dreams shat- what cynical wit is not intended to be malicious. If any persons, groups, or nations become
tered'by the track record of th~ Observer.
Looking back at the early days of the Observ- offended, I 1 d just like to say life's rough.
At this point I would like to' address the
er, and especially at my early years with the
company, people in support of this newspaper principles of journalism. The art of journalism
were numerous.
The first meeting of the paper is best expressed by its placement as the fourth
traditionally brings hordes of concerned stu- estate. As I subscribe to the ideals of newpaper .
dents who have always dreamed of working on mogul Rupert Murdock,
the Observer shall not .
their college paper.
The enthusiasm is incred- attempt to rise above its station. However, this
ible until the second week of school.
Discovery does not have a great effect upon the editorial
and rediscovery syndromes attack the first week- policies of the Observer.
end of the new term. The veterans rediscover the
As usual we are more than willing to print
com'f orts of rampant bingeing on sex, drugs, and ~r~icles and letters that have apposing v1ewalcohol. Responsibili ty is shirked as people points. A mix of ideas helps represent the camremember that they are on a four-year vacation. pus. Expletives will not be printed in their
Qthers discover subtle rules about working on a orig~nal form.
As usual they will be partially
newspaper that they never expected.
(l*k* th**) or otherwise transformed.
The most blocked
notable discoveries include
inability to Although the Observer does not regard itself as
remove office equipment, the unreasonable ness of a forum for artwork, it will be open to relevant
spending the entire budget ·upon a toga party, ·farms of artistic expression. A poem about a
and the fact that the really cute guys and girls relevant social or political issue, or alternadon't spend their time in a dreary basement tively a drawing of the same, will always be
office.
Nightly parties designed to abuse sex, considered. -Photographs are an important part of
drugs, and alcohol are generally better crowd any newspaper. A picture is worth a thousand
drawers.
words,
and in our present format a thousand
To be the Editor-in-ch ief of the Observer words is worth 143 square inches.
As such we
requires a dedication to the principals of jour.:- }!9Pe,- to~ ~ake" g~e?t use of the p~otogr~aphic talnalism.' 'It' '. also" . i:equi"res an' aversiori. ' tcf ~ aouse ents - of th'e community~ - and plans ar'e in the
parties. Actually it requires the beautiful works for several photographic contests.
people's aversion to my invitation. Vengeance is
On behalf of the entire staff, such as it is,
its own reward and as a result I intend to bring I hope you · enjoy the new direction of the Oba
new style to the Observer.
Primarily the server. We also hope you will contribute and
greatest effort of this new style will be a help to make this paper a growing part of the
paper every two weeks.
The, basis of this soon- conununity.
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And I wish to thank
all the little people
too numerous to be
mentioned here. God
bless you all.
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Letters, We Get Letters
Dear Editor,
Why is . there nothing more terrifying than a
first date? How can I avoid making the . w_rong
impression?
..;..-RVS.

A friend of mine from back home ran into ·some
trouble with the law when his car was hit by a
stationary telephone pole. Whether or not it was
because he had been drinking can only be assumed.
Regardless,
the DMV restricted fiis license until the courts might decide otherwise.
Someone up there was looking out for him, for as
the trial carne,
the files of the incident were
lost. My friend went free thinking that things
were looking up. Months passed. He was picked up
for speeding in upstate .New York, and because he
was driving outside the limitations of his license, his license was suspended.
To understand the ramifications of this,
one
must understand the scope of my hometown. Manorville was created based upon the saying,
"You
can't get there from here." It's a six mile wa l k
to the nearest bus station. Trains do not run in
Manorville.
Cold weather makes it impossible to
walk or ride a bike anywhere. And finally, there
is . nothing in Manorville. In other words, if you
don't have a license, you don't have a life.
College was thirty · miles away for my friend.
However, this didn't· seem to matter because work
was ten to fifteen miles away,
and with no job,
he couldn't get the money_ to go to school.
This
put undue strain on the already tense relations
at home.
. So, what the justice system seemed to miss,
nature . grasped and wreaked vengeance upon.
I
never realized that my hometown could become a
prison.
Another thing that makes me laugh is certain
people's knowledge of events. A year or so ago I
was sitting in a film class, watching a documentary on the 1960 elections, and the race between
John Kennedy and Hubert Humphrey.
The film depicted the midwest primary,
and Humphrey:• s subsequent success. · Hurnphrey was depicted in such a
posi_tive light that a woman sitting -. behind me
11
was . inspired to ask,
When was Hubert Humphrey
President?" .. Sometimes I worry about the future ·
of America.

Yes, Virginia,
there is no disaster that can
compare with the first date. Natural disasters
6atch you by surprise.
People don't call and
invite you to an apocalypse.
You don't have to
smell nice for a hijacking.
People aren't concerned with table manners during an earthquake.
You don't have to be charming and witty during a
fire.
·
Impressions are important.
Here's a list of
things to do if you wish to create a _bad impres- sian. For women: 1) Describe in detail any problems with your mother, your thighs, or dieting.
2) Leave a copy of Modern Bride out.
3) Mention
your love for expensive sports cars,
especially
when your date is driving a Pinto.
4) Say hello
to 42 other men while on the date.
5)
Describe
all p~st boyfriends as mentally unbalanced.
He'll never wonder if you caused the condition~
F~r
men:
1) Point out every ·attractive woman
you pass~
2} Casually mention that your last
girlfriend was a model,
and that she posed for
fashion magazines.
3) Then mention that
you're
not into .looks anymore.
4) Be subtle about how
much money you have.
If she adjusts make-up,
mention now much . stock you own in Max Factor~ 5)
Then say you left your gold card in your other
Porsche, and ask her to pick up the check.
On fi~st dates people generally don't say what
they mean.
"I need time" usually means time to
find someone else.
"Go slow 11 means go away.
"I
don't want to tie up my life" means "Yqu're . an
anchor I don ' t want around my neck. ~~"
··· · ·· '
Along with these are the great lines that
everyone uses on the first date.
"It happened a
long time ago and I'm over him/her now."
"My
room never looks this neat." "I don't care where
we · eat."
"I usually don't act like this."
"You're not fat." . "Really, you look fine." "I've
never ·told this to anyone before. 11 "I had a
A wise man once wrote that all of life's rules
g~eat
time."
"I'll call you. 11 "I never sleep
were learned in kindergarten, that there was a
with anyone on the first date."
·Waiters provide a l ot of help when accessing a pr6per balance of goodness and sharing in days
College also helps to enda~e.
Pay attention if your date orders the of utter simplicity.
waiter around,
nitpicks over· small details,
or _force the rules we live by, but the rules change
generally treats him like . a slave.
Caring about human
This is im- when we add .twenty years.
portant ~ecause if a relationship blossom~, this beings is replaced with personal survival.
In
is the way he or she will be treating you in six its own way college opened my eyes to this. What
months.
was once a naive campus with friendly ideas
If they pass the waiter rcile, · the ea~iest w~y '7volves lycanthropically into a · fang-wielding
to tell if there is chance for . a relationship is
JUngle. The simple ones with no particular place
to wonder about the mundane things:
to grow up to don't see that four years at Bard
Are ~ou
worried about missing Miami Vice? Do your shoes
is a lifetime of experience iri the big woild. As
fit better? Are you able to listen to music that
such I'd like to offer my views of what I've
learned here.
would normally drive you to homicide?
·Finally,
there is one rule that should always
Never be afraid to criticize.
be observed.
Never under any circumstances say,
The more you
"I make a great second impression."
denigrate the work around you,
the better yours
.w,i.ll appear.
Make good friends.
Friends who have cars,
money you can borrow,
stuff you can use,
and
shoulders you can cry on.
Be sure to use them
o~..
.mo~e
than they use you.
Talk about friendship
lasting forever,
knowing full well that you
~ I talked to my frierid Milt over Janua~y. Since
never want to see these people again.
·he is a loyal Cornellian and would-be
journalSpread rumors faithfully.
If you hear about
~ist, we eventually- got into a debate about freesomeone's sexual inadequacies, be sure to tell
_·dom of expression. Milt felt that the larger
everyone you know. Why would someone tell you if
institutions of America provided more freedom of it wasn't true?
·
e~pression because the individual had to
Act really concerned about the problems of
strug.. gle. for separation from the masses.
Apparently your acquaintances;
let them know that they can
hiding from whatever forces-that-be was easy in bring their problems to you.
Then talk about
Cornell.
Milt stated that as such he was immune that person behind their back.
Everyone appreto · retribution or harbored dislikes and there- ciates new gossip.
fore · he was free to walk up to the President of
Make a lot of promises,
then forget to delivCornell and say, nr don't like Raymond Johnson."
er.
I
disagreed with him wholeheartedly,
and told
Never fall
in love with Art or Philosophy
him that in the quiet close sector of Annandale,
majors.
I was equally free to walk up to the President
Never study a subje6t you like· with a teacher
of Bard and say, "I cion' t like . Raymond Johnson. ' 1
continued on page
4
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